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Abstract

The concept of Essential Biodiversity Variables (EBVs) was conceived to study, report, and

manage biodiversity change. The EBV netCDF structure was developed in order to support

publication and interoperability of biodiversity data. This standard is based on the Network

Common  Data  Format (netCDF).  Additionally,  it  follows  the  Climate  and  Forecast

Conventions (CF, version 1.8) and the Attribute Convention for Data Discovery (ACDD,

version 1.3).

The standard allows several datacubes per netCDF file (see Fig. 1). These cubes have

four dimensions: longitude, latitude, time and entity, whereby the last dimension can, for

example,  encompass different  species or  groups of  species,  ecosystem types or  other

aspects. The usage of hierarchical groups enables the coexistence of multiple EBV cubes

(see Fig. 2). The first level (netCDF group) are scenarios, e.g., the modelling for different S

hared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSP) scenarios. The second level (netCDF group) are

metrics, e.g., the percentage of protected area per pixel and its proportional loss over a

certain time span per pixel. All metrics are repeated per scenario, if any are present. The

result is a rather complex raster dataset (see example dataset in Fig. 3).

This is where the ebvcube R package comes into play. This R package enables scientists

to create their own netCDFs in the EBV cube standard. Its functionality covers the creation,

opening/reading and visualizing the EBV netCDFs. The ebvcube package is part of the

overall EBV infrastructure and works together with the EBV Data Portal. Users can work

with the downloaded EBV netCDFs or upload their own EBV netCDFs to the portal.

Generally,  the  package  aims  to  condense  the  output  for  the  users  and  assist  in the

understanding of the file structure to overcome the complexity. The output is reduced to the

necessary information, e.g., not displaying coordinate variables or any technical attributes.

Moreover, functionality for a quick data exploration is implemented.
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Figure 1.  

Abstract visualization of the EBV cube (Mahecha 2017, License CC BY 4.0).
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Figure 2.  

EBV netCDF hierarchical data structure: (a) shows the structure of a minimal dataset and (b)

shows the structure of an exhaustive dataset.
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Figure 3.  

EBV netCDF Structure  of  the  Global  habitat  availability  for  mammals  dataset by  Daniele

Baisero (License CC BY 4.0).

Blue elements are variables,  green elements represent groups, attributes are displayed in

black and dimension are red.
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